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Dear guest!

Welcome to Arkkitehtuuriklubin Majasäätiön Maja! We at Majasäätiö

urge all guests to become accustomed with the contents of this

document prior to your stay to ensure the ease of use of the

premises and its services.

We hope you enjoy your stay,

Majasäätiö
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1 Contact information

1.1 Important contact information

112 Emergency number

Address

Metsäkalliontie 46, 01120, Västerskog, Sipoo

Majasäätiö (group in charge of cabin upkeep)

Arkkitehtuuriklubin Majasäätiön / AYY PL 69

02151 Espoo

www.akmaja.fi

or

www.arkkitehtikilta.fi/maja/

1.2 Majasäätiö board 2022

Head of the board Pinja Lindholm

Cabin responsive Samuel Hautamäki

Vice-chairman Sini Hintsala

AYY representative Kuisma Kyyhkynen

Secretary Aapo Niinikoski

Treasurer Katri Halkonen

http://www.akmaja.fi
http://www.arkkitehtikilta.fi/maja/


2 Local services

Stores:

K-supermarket Söderkulla (grocery store)

S-market Söderkulla (grocery store)

Lidl Söderkulla (grocery store)

Alko Söderkulla

Rautakauppa Västerskogin Rakennustarvike Ky (hardware)

R-kioski Söderkulla

Other:

Söderkullan apteekki (pharmacy)

Sipoon apteekki (pharmacy)

Neste Oil Sipoonlahti + K-market (gas station)

Kahvila Keidas Cafe

Gumbostrand Konst och Form



3 Arriving to the cabin

As a guest you must fill out the checklist and report any possible

deficiencies to Majasäätiö. After use, the cabin needs to be left

in as good condition as it was upon arrival.

3.1 Compulsory checklist

Fill the checklist immediately after arriving at the cabin. The

checklist can be found online at:

https://lomake.ayy.fi/tilat/tarkastuslistat/ak-maja/

Failure to complete the checklist will result in a 30€ fine.

The checklist is the only document that severs the guest’s

liability to any damages found on the premises upon his/her

arrival. It is paramount for every new guest’s legal liability to

report the state of the premises by dispatching the checklist. By

not dispatching the checklist the guest faces possible

repercussions concerning any damages or neglections of contract

committed by the previous guest.

If the cabin does not meet the condition specified on the

checklist:

Because of the lack of resources, Arkkitehtuuriklubin Majasäätiö

is not able to inspect the premises after every guest. This is why

every guest needs to check the premises themselves and report the

potential deficiencies.

If problems occur, contact the cabin responsive or the head of the

board by phone. If either of the previous cannot be reached, send

a text message specifying the problem and wait for a reply.

When facing less timely problems or shortages, an email can be

sent to: a-maja@list.ayy.fi

Majavastaava Samuel Hautamäki 044 560 2128

Puheenjohtaja Pinja Lindholm 040 220 1459

https://lomake.ayy.fi/tilat/tarkastuslistat/ak-maja/
mailto:a-maja@list.ayy.fi


All suggestions to improve the Cabin are highly welcome! You can

send your suggestions by email to: a-maja@list.ayy.fi.

3.2 Getting the cabin up and running step by step

In order to use the cabin comfortably, please follow the

instructions in this folder throughout your stay. If you have any

questions, please contact Majastääiö.

- Fill the checklist

- Turn on the water (more detailed instructions on water: see

section 5.1)

- Lighting (more detailed instructions on lighting: see section

5.2)

- Heat up the cabin (more detailed instructions on heating: see

section 5.3)

mailto:a-maja@list.ayy.fi


4 A couple rules and wishes

Please take note that the following acts are prohibited while

visiting the Cabin:

- Causing noise during 10pm-7am (the pond carries noice far and

there are several year-round inhabitants living nearby)

- Smoking indoors

- Trespassing or otherwise interfering with neighbouring

premises

- Violating, tampering or causing damage to any trees or the

natural environment

- Extracting any material, equipment or appliances found from

the cabin premises

- Neglecting the cleaning of the premises upon leaving

Also remember that:

- According to the renting contract Majasäätiö has the right to

demand a fee of 50–500 € for the neglect of the rules stated

in the contract

- If the cabin is found in an untidy state after the stay of a

guest, Majasäätiö has to use a cleaning service worth ~100 €

- Not filling the checklist upon arrival to the cabin causes a

fee of 30 € as per the regulations of the AYY rentable

facilities

- Furniture and other structures of the cabin are to be kept

intact (otherwise resulting in a fee of 100€ + possible

compensation for the item and/or prohibition from using the

cabin)

- Any changes in the condition of the cabin and its premises

are to be reported in the checklist. You can also contact

Majasäätiö directly via email.

- When leaving, all spaces and the whole of the premises must

be cleaned (otherwise resulting in a fee of 50 - 400€ and/or

prohibition from using the cabin)

- The cabin needs to be cleaned according to the instructions

found in this manual



- The premises need to be cleared of trash (otherwise resulting

in a fee of 50-400 € and/or prohibition from using the cabin)

- Detailed cleaning instructions can be found in this manual

5 More detailed instructions

5.1 Water

The cabin is equipped with a drilled well. The kitchen and its

appliances as well as the sauna have access to running tap water.

The water itself might have a peculiar taste caused by the bedrock

surrounding the water reserves. The water is drinkable and can be

used for cooking. The “Akvafilter” water filtration device should

remove the bad taste from the water. However, if the filtration

device is out of operation, tap water can be poured into a lidless

container for a short period of time. This causes some of the

hydrogen sulfide causing the bad taste to evaporate from the water

and will freshen its taste.

Do this:

- The main valve to the water is situated in the technical

corner next to the stairs. It is one of the red valves,

signed “PÄÄSULKU”

- Turn the valve open, parallel to the pipe

- Turn the blue tank on by turning the black knob on the small

black box attached to the tank to “AUTO”

- The water should now work

- See instructions for water to the sauna in section: 5.4 sauna

- When leaving the cabin, remember to turn the main water valve

and the blue tank “off”. Let the water run for a while after,

to empty the pipes.

5.2 Lighting

The electricity is on constantly, but some of the light switches

might be situated in weird places. Do not touch the fuseboxes in

the technical corner or by the sauna.



Do this:

- The light switch to the toilet is situated on the wall by the

technical corner

- The light switch to the outdoor lights is situated on the

sauna wall

- The light switch to the parking lot is situated next to the

front door

- The light switch to the main entrance is situated next to the

front door

- The light switch to the shed is situated in the shed

- The light switch to the back terrace is situated in the

kitchen

5.3 Heating

The main heating source of the cabin is the fireplace. When used

properly, it will provide enough warmth during your stay. The

fireplace is the most efficient way of heating the cabin. TAKE

YOUR TIME GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS ON HEATING THE

CABIN. There is also air conditioning and radiators in the cabin,

but they are to be used only as secondary sources of heating.

Do this:

The fireplace:

1. Remove ashes from the ash box located below the fire box.

Move the ashes into the compost disposal located behind Villa

Äpy (the dry toilet). The ashes are to be carried out in a

metallic bucket. If the ashes are still warm, make sure you

cool them down by adding water to the bucket, before

scattering them into the compost.

2. Open the winter plate by turning the winter plate switch

clockwise. The switch is located on the kitchen side wall of

the fire duct. When turning the switch, the duct is open when

a faint clicking noise can be heard and the pressure of the

plate can be felt through the switch.



3. Stack firewood loosely in the fireplace. Be sure that air

circulates around the wood, so that when a fire is started,

the flames have enough room to be able to breathe. If you are

having trouble keeping the fire going, apply smaller pieces

of wood or carved sticks into the fire box. If the fire duct

isn’t sucking the air and the smoke is fanning into the cabin

instead, the air vents located on the hatch of the ash box

may be closed. Make sure that the ash box vents are open.

Later on when the fire is going nicely, the vents can be

closed.

4. Please take note that both doors of the firebox itself should

always be kept shut especially in the winter time. Otherwise

the smoke will likely fan out into the cabin. Two full sets

of firewood should be enough to heat up the cabin for up to

12 hours (one set is roughly the amount the wood that loosely

fits into the fire box while still having enough space for

the fire to be able to breath and burn).

5. When the fire is burning steadily, open up the pulling plate

(located on the black pipe behind the stove closer to the

kitchen counter) and close the winter plate by turning the

winter plate switch counterclockwise.

6. While the fire is burning, keep the doors to the firebox

closed for security reasons.

7. After heating, the pulling plate should be closed again. Make

sure that the coal and ashes left after the fire have stopped

smouldering. This can be made sure by turning over the coal.

If blue flames can be seen, there is still a risk of carbon

monoxide being dispersed into the air. Watch over the

smouldering ashes until the blue flames disappear. Wait for

5-10 minutes after the flames have disappeared and then the

fire duct plate can be finally closed. Please take note that

carbon monoxide is a highly toxic invisible odorless gas that

can cause death when dispersed into the indoor air.

8. While cleanign, remember to empty the ashes from the ashbox.



Air conditioning:

1. The air conditioner is operated with a remote controller

2. Turn the air conditioner on by pressing the red on/off button

3. When warming, press the mode- button and choose the sun. Wait

patiently for warm air

4. When cooling, press the mode- button and choose the

snowflake. Wait patiently for cool air.

5. For the remote controller to work, you need to point toward

the air conditioner.

6. Remember to turn the air conditioner off when leaving.

7. The manual for the air conditioner can be found from the

instructions binder

Electric radiators:

1. The use of the electric radiators should be avoided as they

cannot provide sufficient heating for the whole cabin.

2. When leaving the cabin, leave all radiators on at + 11 °C

3. Remember that there is also a radiator in the dressing room

5.4 Sauna

The sauna is equipped with a wood burning stove. If you want warm

water for washing, heat up the water in the water boiler.

Do this:

Heating the sauna:

1. Light a fire into the IKI-stove.

2. Make the fire at the back of the stove, so that it warms up

thoroughly.

3. When the fire is stable, close the “smileyface” lid.

4. Keep adding firewood a couple logs at a time as the previous

logs are nearly burnt.

5. The fire should be kept up as long as the sauna is used to

maximize the sauna experience.

6. Keep the door to the sauna closed, so that the warm air

doesn’t come out.



Water in the sauna washroom:

1. If there is no water coming from the sauna faucet, turn the

“sauna” valve parallel to the pipe in the technical corner

2. If you want warm water to wash with, mix the warm water from

the cauldron and the cold water from the faucet in a bucket

or a basin

Heating water in the water boiler:

1. The cauldron of the water boiler can be tipped. Make sure the

cauldron is latched on (up-position) from the smoke stack

side so that the cauldron won’t fall over by mistake. Fill up

the cauldron with water and make fire into the fireplace

below it.

2. Make sure that the lid is in its place for the water to heat

more efficiently.

3. When the water is close to boiling temperature, stop adding

wood to the fire. The water will stay warm until the next

morning.

4. The cauldron should be emptied when leaving. It can be

emptied by opening the tap near at the bottom and tipping the

cauldron itself (remember to open the latch). Some water is

always left at the bottom of the cauldron, but all the water

removable by tipping the cauldron should be removed. The tap

should be left open after use to prevent it from breaking in

sub-zero temperatures.

The fireplace in the changing room:

Do not make a big fire in the changing room fireplace, it’s a

safety hazard. The fireplace will get extremely hot when using. Do

not burn yourself or the cabin, please. If you decide to use the

fireplace in the changing room, remember to empty the ashes when

leaving.



5.5 Villa Äpy (dry toilet)

The cabin toilet is called Villa Äpy. It is a standard issue

traditional finnish dry toilet. No flushing here. Remember to

cover your droppings with litter from a bucket next to the toilet.

More toilet paper and litter can be found in the unlocked

warehouse in the woodshed.

Incase Villa Äpy is very full, please inform Majasäätiö

5.6 Other

Palju (hot tub):

If you bring a hot tub to Maja, you are only allowed to use it at

the parking lot. Carefully empty the water from the tub into the

woods. It is absolutely forbidden to empty the water anywhere

else, to preserve the soil from running.

You probably need a hose to fill the hot tub, that can be found in

in the warehouse

Swimming:

For the time being the cabin doesn’t hold opportunities for

swimming. The pond water is extremely muddy and the water is too

shallow for swimming close to the shore.

Please note that using the neighboring piers is strictly

prohibited! Trespassing or landing on neighboring piers will result

in an immediate fine of 500€. This fine is enforced rigorously and

violators will be caught with no exceptions.



6 Leaving the cabin

The renting ends at 14:00 (2pm), and at that time the next guests

might already be arriving. So it is important to start cleaning

early.

6.1 Cleaning instructions

To ensure that every tenant has a comfortable arrival at Maja, it

is extremely important to clean properly before leaving. Read

these instructions carefully. Cleaning supplies can be found in

the cleaning cabinet by the front door. If you notice deficiencies

in the cleaning supplies, please inform Majasäätiö.

Kitchen:

- NOTICE! The dishwasher program has to be ready before you

leave! Because the water needs to be switched off upon

leaving, switching the water off during the washing program

will cause water standing in the washing machine. In this

case the next guess will be facing a smelly puddle and dirty

dishes when arriving. Start the program 3 hours before

leaving, or wash the dishes by hand.

- Wipe down kitchen surfaces with a damp cloth and all purpose

cleaner. Also remember to wipe the glass behind the counter

and the refrigerator door.

- Wipe the insides of the fridge, oven and microwave with a

damp cloth and all purpose cleaner

- Vacuum/wipe the bins

- Make sure that the dishwasher program is ready, and leave the

door open so that it will dry

- Don’t leave food in the kitchen

- Unplug electrical appliances from outlets (excluding the

fridge). These are for example microwave, coffee machine etc.



Main room:

- Air out the blankets and pillows and fold them back in the

corner of the big room. The pillows go in the corner cabinet

and the blankets on top

- Put the extra mattresses back inside the sofas.

- Wipe tables, chairs and other surfaces with a damp cloth and

all purpose cleaner

- Stack the chairs on top of each other “out of the way”

Loft:

- Stack the mattresses on top of each other

- Vacuum the floor

In general:

- Vacuum carefully and clean the floors

- Place things where they were when arriving

- Bring more toilet paper and kitchen towels from the unlocked

warehouse

Sauna:

- Clean all mess left behind

- Rinse the sauna benches (lauteet in Finnish) and the floor

carefully, and dry them with a squeegee

- Clean the long drainage in the washing room (where the big

water boiler is) from dirt and wood chips etc.

- Empty the water boiler and leave the tap open to prevent

freezing in winter (more detailed instructions see 5.4 sauna)

- Empty the water hose, for same reason as above

Dressing room:

- Take out the trash and sweep the floor

Outside:

- Sweep the terraces

- Pick up loose trash and anything else that doesn’t belong in

nature (cans etc.)



6.2 Check these before leaving

1. Clean! Check cleaning instructions above

2. Empty ashes from all fireplaces (main room, sauna, washing

room and dressing room). Throw the ashes in the compost

behind the toilet.

3. Fill the wood racks in the main cabin and the sauna, so that

the next guests have dry wood when arriving

4. Turn the electric radiators to + 11 °C (don’t forget the

radiator in the dressing room)

5. Turn off the air conditioner

6. Make sure that the dishwasher program is ready, and open the

door so that the dishes will dry

7. Unplug electrical appliances

8. Turn off the main water valve and the blue tank “off”. Let

the water run for a while after to empty the pipes. Not

turning the water off causes a risk of pipe breakage,

especially in winter.

9. Turn off the lights (inside (loft as well), toilet, sauna and

dressing room, the parking lot, other outside lights)

10. Make sure that nobody is left behind, check the loft

11. Make sure that all windows and doors are closed and locked

12. Collect all trash and take it to the container by the

drive in to the yard


